Script Scramble: *Everything You Need’s Right Here*  
*From Dr. Seuss’s The Lorax*

- Place ________________
- Same Place ________________
- Happy Place ________________
- Verb ________________
- Noun Describing Speed ________________
- Adjective ________________
- Adjective ________________
- Body Part ________________
- Verb ________________
- Something in the Sky ________________
- Verb ________________
- Animal ________________
- Verb Ending in –ing ________________
- Place ________________
- Noun ________________
- Verb ________________
- Verb ________________
- Person ________________
- Adjective ________________
- Adjective ________________

Direction ________________
Opposite Direction ________________
Adjective ________________
Verb ________________
Animal ________________
Verb Ending in –ing ________________
Body of Water ________________
Noun ________________
**Script Scramble: Everything You Need’s Right Here**
From *Dr. Seuss’s The Lorax*

**THE LORAX** *(speaking to The Onceler):* There’s no need to work here, you don’t need an idea...
Because...

EVERYTHING YOU NEEDS RIGHT ________________,

Place

EVERYTHING YOU NEEDS RIGHT ________________,

Same Place

MY FRIEND,
THIS IS ________________!

Happy Place

LET ME TELL YOU THINGS ROUND HERE,
_______________AT A DIFFERENT _________________.

Verb Noun Describing Speed

IF YOU’RE LOOKING FOR THE ________________ LIFE,

Adjective

YOU’VE COME TO THE ________________ PLACE!

Adjective

JUST LIE DOWN ON YOUR ________________

Body Part

AND ________________ THE ________________ GO BY,

Verb Something in the Sky

_______________ UPON THE ________________

Verb Animal

_______________ THROUGH THE ________________!

Verb Ending in –ing Place

...

HERE YOU DON’T NEED ________________,

Noun

YOU CAN ALWAYS ________________ A ________________;

Verb Person
YOU’LL NEVER GO ________________

    Adjective

OR ________________EVER AGAIN!

    Adjective

...

IF YOU EVER FEEL ________________

    Direction

AND YOU NEED PICKING ________________,

    Opposite Direction

IF YOU NEED A ________________ TUNE,

    Adjective

WELL MY FRIEND, YOU’RE IN LUCK:

YOU CAN ________________ TO THE ________________

    Verb    Animal

______________ IN THE ________________!

    Verb Ending in –ing    Body of Water

BEFORE YOU EVEN KNOW IT,

ALL YOUR ________________ WILL BE GONE!

    Noun
THE LORAX (speaking to The Onceler): There’s no need to work here, you don’t need an idea...
Because...

EVERYTHING YOU NEEDS RIGHT HERE,
EVERYTHING YOU NEEDS RIGHT HERE,
MY FRIEND,
THIS IS PARADISE!

LET ME TELL YOU THINGS ROUND HERE,
MOVE AT A DIFFERENT PACE.
IF YOU’RE LOOKING FOR THE GOOD LIFE,
YOU’VE COME TO THE RIGHT PLACE!

JUST LIE DOWN ON YOUR BACK
AND WATCH THE CLOUDS GO BY,
GAZE UPON THE SWOMME SWAN
GLIDING THROUGH THE SKY!
...
HERE YOU DON’T NEED MONEY,
YOU CAN ALWAYS FIND A FRIEND;
YOU’LL NEVER GO HUNGRY
OR THIRSTY EVER AGAIN!
...
IF YOU EVER FEEL DOWN
AND YOU NEED PICKING UP,
IF YOU NEED A HAPPY TUNE,
WELL MY FRIEND, YOU’RE IN LUCK:

YOU CAN LISTEN TO THE HUMMING FISH
HUMMING IN THE POND!
BEFORE YOU EVEN KNOW IT,
ALL YOUR TROUBLE WILL BE GONE!